2003 Activities

- Granularity recommendation (bundling) – Heidi, Alexis, Baden, Joan
- Outreach/User support? – Jeff, Laura, Heidi, Gary H, Joan
- DC usage recommendations – Elaine, Joan, Baden
- Digitization – Anthony, Jim, Christopher
- Text annotation – Mike, Terry, Steven, Gary S, Christopher, Laura, Alexis
- Pedagogy – Heidi, Laura, Gary H, Joan
- Language families / areal classification – Anthony, Jim, Chu-Ren (or colleague at AS)
- Best practice for character encoding – Peter Constable, Chu-Ren
- Format.markup – Baden,
- Personal repositories (identifiers, tools) – Baden
- Working group on IMDI-OLAC mapping? – Zina, Heidi, Daan?
- Registering OLAC application profile with DCMI – Elaine, Steven